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ABSTRACT

A listing and description is given of tne experiments 
associated vith the HFIR Critical Eperiment-2. The primary 
experiments concern the reactivity of the bare core, reactivity 
worth of "gray" control plates, core-power distribution, re
activity worth of "black" control plates, temperature co
efficients of reactivity, and the island void coefficient of 
reactivity. The secondary experiments concern the reactivity 
of the fuel, and the reactivity worth of a "partial" gray 
plate.
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Revised Version orRIRCritical Eperiment- (HFCE-)

P. R. Knsten and R. D. Cheverton

Since the issuance of CF-6o-8-145 (HFIR Critical Experiment-2),- there

have been scant revisions in the critical experiments and in the order in

which they are to be performed. The experiments and their present order are 

listed in this memorandum. me designation of the experiment is in the order

of their per formunre.

HFCE-2 Experiments and Their Order

Primary Exneriments

Eperiments which are of primary importance and to be done first are 

described below. All but experiment A are to be performed at room tempera-

ture.

Experiment - Renctvity of Bare Core.

This involves the safety of the bare core in water. The reactivity of 

the initial clean core in a pool of water is required; if the bare core is 

suber itical, pulsed neutron techniques can be used. to determine the multi

plication constant. If the bare core in water is supercritical, additional 

experiments will be required to establish safe hanrtl ing procedures.

Experiment 2 - Control Plate Position and Power Distribution

mis experiment furnishes inter-related infijraation concerning the core 

fission-power distribution, the reactivity of the initial loading, and the 

reactivity worth of the grny control plates.

1 P. R. Knsten, HFIR Critical Experiment-2 (HFCE-2), CF 60-8-145, Aug. 31, 1960.
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The experiment is performed with the isotope target (mockup) in the

island region. The initial loading of the reactor will have fuel and boron 

distributed so ns to give a specified power distribution; the boron will be 

present in the inner fuel ring only. Criticality is to be achieved with no 

■ore than one- third of the b.l ack plates inserted into the core (control -pl ate 

■ovens nt, will upproximate that possible in the HFIR)- If this cunnot be 

achieved initially, the worth of the gray region will be suppl ano nt sd by 

plating Cd on the gray surfaces. After renchng criticality with the desired 

control plate position, the power distribution is measured by countins the 

activity associated with snail regions in reiwahls plate elennts. Provision

should also be node for measuring fssion-chamber response in the region

directly above the core as a function of position, and also in the redial 
t 

direction outside the Be reflector.

The power distribution should be determined at the radial and axial

positions indicated in Fig- 1, at 6 circumferentinl positions.
ORLL-LR-Dug. 55386

Unclassified

These rendings only at one crcum- 
ferential position (both fuel annuli), 
the single position beng that which 
is least likely to be affected by the 
been boles (midvay between through- 
bole and radial hole).
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Fig. 1. Radial and axial positions at which power 

generation should be determined
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Ir the results at the above experment indicate the presence or more

or less fuel than can be tolerated, it vill be necessary at ths time to

determne the worth of the fuel by adding boric acid to the fuel region and

attaining criticality with the core surrounded by the white control plate 

(see experiment 6).

Experiment 3 - Reactivity Worth or Black Plate

These associated experiments determine the reactivity-worth or the black 

control plates, and of a 3/4 "partial" black plate, and are perforwed with 

the target mockup placed in the island region.

First, the final critical conditions associated with experiment 2 are 

attained. Then the "upper" control plate is lowered gradual ly until the 

black region is completely insertei within the ear*. The associated re

activity change is determined by pulsed-neutron techniques (reactivity is 

obtained as a function or black-plate position).

The second part of the experiment is similar to the above, except that 

both the black and gray regions of the upper control plate have, at the same 

circumferential location, a one-quarter segment replaced with aluminum. The 

worth of the partial black plate should be determined by pulsed—neutron measure-

meats.

Experiment 1 - Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity

This exrerimeub measures the over-el l temperature coefficient of re

activity of the reactor as a function of temperature, and the temperature 

coefficient of the fuel region. The final critical conditions associated 

with exper ims nt. 2 are first attained. The water within and surrounding the 

reactor is then heated, (or cooled), and reactivity as a function or reactor
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temperature is obtained. The Be trap, core, and outer-water regions are to 

have uniform temperatures of about 4o, 70, 100, 130, and 160°r (cr up to the

The core tempersture coerricient is to be obtained from the above informntion

elans with a nsaaur—nt of the reactivity when the fuel region is about 160°F 

and the remninder of the nystem about 14o°F.

performed both with and without the target in the island region, so as to

provide informntion concerning renctor operation vith and vithout the presence

of the inotope target.

In running this experiment, it would be desirable to increase either the 

reflector or fuel temps re tore 20° above the other, and then after determining 

ke» raise the lower temperature to approach the other temperature and at the

neune time obtain associated reactvty measurements.

Experiment - Void Coefficient of Reactivity

This experiment measure* the void coefficient of the island region, with

and vithout an island target present. The final critical condtons of ex-

periment 2 are first attained; the void coefficient of reactivity is measured 

by insertion of voids, plastic, or other appropriate material into the island 

region.

If time is availsble, the folloving experiments should be performed, in 

the order presented below. These experiments should not be performed until 

the primary experiments are completed, except as noted above.
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Experiment - Reactivity Worth or Puel

mhis experiment provides information concernng the renctivity svailnble

and the power distribution during the fuel cycle. Boron ia added to the 

fuel region in the amount required to attain criticality vith the white 

control plates surrounding the core. During this process, the control

plate position required (symmetrical) for criticality as a function of boron 

concentratiom is also obtained. The axial power distribution should be 

mensured with a 30 os white window surrounding the core. Also under these 

condtions, the fission-chamber response as a function of postion is measured 

in the reginn directly above the core and in the radial direction outside the

Be reflector.

Experiment J - Worth of "Hurt  lai* Gray Plate

The final conditions associated vith experiment 6 are first attained.

mhe upper control plate la nodi fled so that the gray region and black region 

contain a white region covering one quarter of their surface area. This 

modified control plate (upper plate alone) la gradually inscrted into the 

reactor and the reactivity of the core la obtained as a function of control

plate position by pulsed-neutron measurementt .
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